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Hidden heroes – a story of one man’s WW2 
 

It is now over seventy years since WW2 ended, and it is 
easy to forget that we still have people living in Quorn who 
were involved in some of the most famous war campaigns 
of all time. Sue Templeman from Quorn Village On-line 
Museum, was recently privileged to meet with veteran 
Frank Hearn from Barrow Road, who talked to her about his 
experiences during the second world war. 
 
Frank was part of the outstanding 64th Medium Regiment 
Royal Artillery, which has been described as “the finest and 
most experienced medium calibre artillery unit in the British 
Army”. The regiment was remarkable as it was involved in 
virtually every campaign in the Mediterranean and Western 
theatres of war in WW2. 
 
How it all started 
Charles Frank Hearn was born in north London in 1920, so is 
well into his nineties now, and although he is blind, his memories 
are as sharp as ever. He has lived in Quorn for over forty years, 
but spent his childhood in Tottenham. The family were not well 
off, but his father had a secure job on the railways, and always 
saved 6d (2 ½ p) in stamps to pay for Frank to undertake an 
apprenticeship, in order to assure him a good future.  
 
During 1938 Frank was reaching the end of his printing apprenticeship, but he knew that war was on the 
horizon, so he and some of his friends decided to join the Territorial Army. Frank knew he didn’t want to join an 
infantry regiment after hearing experiences of WW1, but when he realised that he could join an artillery regiment 
with ‘big guns’, he said “That’s me!” – and didn’t look back! 
 
War is declared - 1939 
As soon as war broke out (1st September 1939), anyone in the Territorials was immediately called up, and 18 
year old Frank was no exception. He tells how the only uniform he had was battledress and boots, so he had to 
wear his own raincoat, which caused him to get some funny looks as he sat on the tube on his way to the Drill 
Hall. Almost as soon as these young recruits arrived, they were sent off again to go back to their old 
workplaces, to collect any money they were owed and say their goodbyes. Apparently the girls were very 
impressed by this patriotic young man in uniform! - and it also spurred on many of the other lads to join up. 
 
Whilst the army had organised many aspects of the mobilisation, with the number of men involved some of the 
arrangements were very makeshift. Frank and mates were packed off in trucks to Kempton Park Race Course, 
and that first night six of them slept in the Tote building and the rest under the grandstand! The race course 
chefs hadn’t yet been dismissed, so they cooked up the army food.  
 
After a while, the soldiers who had been in the Territorials, and were therefore more experienced, were divided 
into two groups, each to form the basis of a new regiment. Frank’s group, who would become the 64th Medium 
Regiment Royal Artillery, was taken off to Edgware, where they were billeted with local people. The idea was 
that they would not only undertake training, but also gradually become better equipped, as at that point they 
only had four rifles for a battery of 300 men, and still only had their battledress and boots. Eventually they were 
supplied with their ‘big guns’ – ten 6 inch Howitzers which used 100 lb shells, which as Frank said “were useful 
for lobbing over mountains”. One of the men’s duties involved standing guard outside a private house which had 
been commandeered as military offices. This could have been very chilly without full uniform outerwear, but the 
army had managed to get hold of a load of busmen’s overcoats!  
 
More training followed and one of the next challenges was to learn to drive. The unit had moved to 
Berkhamstead and taken over many boarding houses. They had two vehicles: 
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 One was a 3 ton open wagon. It had no cab, solid tyres and only three gears – but unfortunately second 
gear didn’t work!  

 The other was a tipper lorry 
Frank learnt to drive in a field in the 3 ton truck, remembering to rev the engine very hard to screech from first to 
third gear! The test was carried out by an army sergeant and Frank passed his in the tipper truck. Whilst on 
guard one night, Frank took delivery of four brand new motorbikes, and this was just too much temptation for 
young Frank. He had never ridden a motorbike before, but he had to have a go. He rode from Berkhampstead 
to Hemel Hempstead and back, about 15 miles, with no lights - he learnt a new skill that night! 
 
After moving from Berkhamstead to High Wycombe the 64th Medium Regiment Royal Artillery went to the army 
training camp at Otterburn in Northumberland, where there were many gun ranges. Otterburn is still a military 
training camp today. It took three days to drive there and Frank had a passenger from a different regiment. The 
young man was Bombardier Brown, who had two stripes. He couldn’t drive and was on his way to an officers 
training unit. Frank continues: “As we went along, I showed him how I drove, including what I was doing with the 
pedals and the gears. When we stopped at night I would make him drive 30 yards forwards and 30 yards 
backwards – forwards and backwards, time after time, explaining first and reverse gears. By the time we got to 
Otterburn we were sharing the driving!”  
 
En route for the desert – 1940 
By November 1940 the regiment had travelled to Scotland and they sailed out of Greenock during winter gales. 
They were on their way to the desert. This was a six week journey that Frank, with his understated style, 
describes merely as ‘painful’.  Their destination was Cairo, but it was not possible take the short route of less 
than 4,000 miles through the Mediterranean. This was war time and the converted commandeered cruise ship, 
had to travel over 13,000 miles around the bottom of Africa and the Cape of Good Hope. Frank recalls how 
there was a whole convoy of ships and they travelled at night. On their ship were also a group of Australian 
machine gunners, they would practice during the mornings and were very keen gamblers! For English lads who 
had never even been abroad before, the whole experience was fascinating and full of wonder. At night they 
would go out and watch the stars, they were so bright in the dark sky. Flying fish would jump out of the water, 
their phosphorescence creating an unforgettable spectacle. They never thought of very real danger of German 
submarines, it just never entered their minds. After rounding the Cape of Good Hope, the ship docked at Durban 
to stock up with supplies. The men had a wonderful time! Cars queued up at the docks to pick them up and take 
them out for the day, feeding them well and showing them exotic sights and wild animals they had only every 
dreamed of.  
 
The second leg of the long journey for the regiment, took them through the Indian ocean, past the Seychelles 
and finally through the Red Sea, to the southern entrance of the Suez Canal. Half way along the canal they 
unloaded at Ismailia. Frank recalls that by this time they had received many vaccinations, all done very quickly 
with little explanation. Ismailia is also on the Sweet Water Canal, but despite it being fresh water and not sea 
water, the men received very firm orders not to bathe, as it was very unhealthy and full of diseases.  
 
Camping by the pyramids 
From Ismailia they formed a convoy of trucks and 
drove to Cairo. From there they took an electric 
tramway, which was originally built for tourists, and 
went out to the pyramids. They unloaded in front of 
the famous Mena House Hotel, although their camp 
was 200 yards away up on the sands. Seeing the 
pyramids by moonlight is a sight Frank will never 
forget.  
 
They set up camp with their large square tents and 
gun towers as big as London buses to take the 6 
inch Howitzers. In his matter-of-fact manner Frank 
described how “We would pop up and down in the 
desert chasing Italians”.  Mena House Hotel, Egypt 
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Travelling South – Early 1941 
The regiment never stayed anywhere very long, and they were soon 
travelling the 2,500 miles through Eritrea and down to Abyssinia for 
their first major battle. The first part of the journey, from Cairo to Port 
Tewfik, was on flat cars on the railway. The rest of the long trek was 
out in the country in trucks, which Frank said was again full of interest 
with all the African animals, including lions, ostriches, pumas and 
elephants. They lived and slept in the trucks for three days and 
nights. As dusk fell across the Sudan, they had to rig up a bush 
defence around each wagon, to protect themselves from the lions 
and pumas. It seems hard to believe, but these young soldiers just 
took everything in their stride. They were in danger and their lives 
were at risk all the time, but they didn’t think about that. They didn’t 
even think of themselves brave, they just didn’t consider the concept 
of being frightened. Frank describes how one night when they were 

on the move, they were at the top of the Barentu Pass in Eritrea. It was midnight and the sound of guns and 
shells filled the air. There was a hut with three squaddies standing guard, who were amazed that the convoy 
was intending to tackle the pass in the dark. It was nail-biting stuff and one truck got stuck fast on a tight S 
bend. There was firing all around them, but the cab of the lorry was jammed on one side of the bend and the 
massive gun with its equipment, (weighing over six tons), was wedged on the other side. With shots whistling 
past their ears, the men had to unhook the gun, manhandle it round the corner and hook it up again. It was all 
safely completed with a sigh of relief! This incident may have passed off without injury, but it was during this 
time that the regiment had its first casualty. The lad was hit by Italian fire, and Frank remembers it being 
particularly sad, as he was an only child, and had been brought up by his grandmother.  
 
The regiment finally reached their destination, where they were involved in fighting to liberate Abyssinia from the 
Italians. 
 
The Middle East – Mid 1941 
Eventually the regiment was called back to the north for campaigns in the Middle East. They boarded boats in 
the Red Sea, which they had to load themselves with their guns and all their equipment, as there were no 
stevedores in the dock. This was a relatively small boat compared with the converted cruise ships used for their 
original journey. Everyone was very sick! They arrived at Port Tewfik at the entrance to the Suez Canal and 
disembarked on the eastern side. They drove up through Israel and into Lebanon, the Golan Heights and Syria. 
Frank recalls that this was “Not a pleasant place to be. The people hated the soldiers.” We tend to think of 
France as being occupied and totally against the Germans, but there was a split between the Free French and 
the Vichy French. Vichy France was a government set up by the occupying German forces and was supposedly 
neutral, whilst Free France was the name given to the French people who continued to fight the German 
occupation forces. Vichy French controlled Syria and Lebanon, hence the hostility experienced by the Allied 
troops.  
 
As the men came into Lebanon and over 
towards the coast, they were stunned by the 
beautiful blue of the Mediterranean sea and the 
dramatic stark white buildings of the city of 
Beirut.   
 
Military life in the desert 
Frank and the 64th Medium Regiment Royal 
Artillery were in the desert for three years. 
Several times as Frank was talking, he would 
say that “Time meant nothing to us – we just 
ploughed on.” The time in the desert moulded 
the men and officers together, with little 
attention paid to saluting and other such 
formalities. A great camaraderie built up, which 
not only helped morale, but also led to a 

64th Medium Regiment Royal Artillery Regiment 
in the Western Desert 

Frank in Egypt 
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cooperation that helped to keep them all safe. When the trucks were on the move, they would travel in a 
protective ‘box formation’ One would be at the front, one 50 yards behind and then others 50 yards to the side. 
Frank recalls they didn’t lose many trucks travelling like this, but being hit “wasn’t pleasant.” Surprisingly the 
shells they were carrying were not too much of a problem, but they had cordite charges, and if a tracer bullet hit 
one of these, according to Frank, it was “Goodnight nurse!”  
 
Other safety measures were less formal and just evolved through experience. “On the three ton trucks, we 
never latched the doors properly” said Frank. “We had bit of string or cotton holding the door to, then if the 
machine guns started firing, you could throw yourself out and roll under the truck”. 
  
An example of the wry attention often paid to the formalities between the ranks, was when Frank bumped a 
wagon [truck]. This was a disciplinary matter, “so I got put on a fizzer [crime sheet]” says Frank with a smile. 
“Two squaddies, one either side marched me into the Sergeant Major’s tent. There I was charged, as he had to 
do. I was confined to barracks for 7 days – but I ask you - in the middle of the desert! 5000 square miles of sand 
and rock!” 
 
Another amusing anecdote that Frank recounts is when he met up again with the young ‘Bombardier Brown’ 
who he had taught to drive. Frank was in the usual box formation driving across the desert, when the convoy 
decided to stop. A voice from the wagon next to him shouted “Charlie!” (Frank was known as Charlie in the 
army). Frank looked around and realised  that it was a Captain from a different regiment – What a surprise! 
“Bombardier Brown!” yelled Frank loudly, followed by “Sorry sir!” The 
now Captain Brown wandered over to Frank and they had a chat and a 
catch up, much to the astonishment of the Captain’s gun crew! 
 
Cooking in the desert could be a fairly haphazard affair, and Frank tells 
how they would often stick five or six cordite charges into the sand – 
they were like sticks of macaroni – and pour petrol over them. The 
petrol would soak into the sand and they would set light to it. The fire 
that resulted would last long enough to cook up a meal in a mess tin! 
 
In the desert it was important to know what the enemy was doing, their 
preparations and movements. Frank’s path often crossed with the 
LRDGs, the Long Range Desert Group. This was a covert, 
reconnaissance and intelligence group, who were as skilled and daring as the SAS, but have never had the 
same recognition. Frank remembers that there would be four men in a jeep, heavily armed and all wearing 
native Arab headscarves. They would go deep into the desert and behind enemy line for days at a time, radioing 
back any information.  
 

 
 

Cordite charges 
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Heavy action – June 1942 
By the middle of 1942 the regiment was back in the African desert and approaching Tobruk. There were two 
batteries of men, each with four guns. Frank remembers that the Western desert was mainly rock with some 
sand, and not the miles of sand dunes that we imagine. It was very open - an ideal battle ground, which in his 
understated way, Frank describes as “a bit awkward”! 
 
So far the regiment’s battles had mainly been with the Italians, but then the Germans joined in, under the 
command of Field Marshal Rommel. Frank and his mates were taking “a bit of a battering” in Egypt in June 
1942, and the situation was getting worse. The enemy troops encircled them near the port of Mersa Matruh, and 
with the Mediterranean on one side, and German troops on the other, there was nowhere to go. Finally the 
order came to get out that night. They had to leave their huge guns behind and just blast on forwards. Frank 
was told to take an old staff car, and not to stop for anything. They had to drive straight out – driving through 
tents and any obstacles. The enemy fire was heavy and suddenly Frank ran out of petrol. He jumped out of the 
car and managed to “hop on to a three ton truck”, hanging on as best he could, as it was already packed with 
twenty or more squaddies. They hadn’t got very far, when there was an ear shattering explosion – they had 
driven over a landmine which had blown the back wheels off. Miraculously no-one was injured, but the truck 
wasn’t going any further. Frank looked around and saw a small five cwt (quarter ton) water tanker driving by, 
which belonged to his unit. He hitched a ride and found that one of his mates was driving. With more and more 
transport getting hit, the vehicles that managed to keep going were carrying more and more men. The small 
vehicle had 20 or 30 blokes hanging on it everywhere. Again Frank says that there wasn’t time to be frightened, 
nobody was, you just did what you had to do to get out. Finally they got through and drove the 340 miles east to 
El Alamein, although many lives had been lost. Of the two battalions in the Regiment, the 212th, (Frank’s 
battalion), had sustained the worst of the losses.   
 
Rearming and regrouping – Later 1942 
Frank’s recollection of this time is that the Germans “were running out of steam” and that it was almost 
stalemate for a while. The Allies also had the advantage of having plenty of fuel, whilst the enemy was finding it 
hard to get supplies. This was because much of the fuel came from Basra and the Persian Gulf which was 
behind the British to the east. The Allies were pushing the enemy west, where there was no easily obtainable 
source of fuel. 
 
After the withdrawal from Mersa Matruh the regiment needed re-arming with new guns as they had had to leave 
their old ones behind. This was not an easy task, and Frank laughs as he explains that at one point they were 
given four French guns that had been taken out of a museum! They had five shells, all leaking. “I wouldn’t have 
liked to fire them!” said Frank. Eventually they had new guns from India, these were very slightly smaller, taking 
5 ½ inch shells and with a range of 13 miles.  
 
As part of the restocking, Frank and his fellow soldiers had to drive to a 
supply depot some miles away from El Alamein, load up and drive back to 
their base to unload. This was gruelling and dangerous work. They would do 
all the driving and loading at night and unload during the day. There was no 
time to sleep or eat. Frank mainly drove a three ton truck, with sixty shells, 
each 1 cwt (112lbs, 51kg) on board, complete with charges. These were 
basically open wagons, as when the vehicles came over, they were just sent 
with a chassis and a cab, and wooden backs. The differential housing on the 
rear axle of the lorry was painted white and had a very tiny light above it. 
This was so that they could be followed when in a convoy in the dark. Frank 
admits that “it did get a bit mucky”, and it was the only time he was ever 
actually frightened. The men worked solidly for three days and three nights, 
at the end of which they “flopped asleep”. The following morning the enemy 
were subject to a barrage of fire from the newly equipped artillery, but Frank 
and his mates slept on! 
 
Because the breakout from Mersa Matruh had been somewhat chaotic, men 
were split up and it took some time for everyone involved to rejoin their 
original battalions. Frank smiles as he recalls the mix of men that they 
collected and turned into temporary gun crews to meet the shortage of 
artillery men. There were members of the Indian Army, infantrymen and 

Frank in the desert 
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guardsmen. When the scattered soldiers were finally sorted out and reunited, the newly initiated gun crews did 
not want to leave – they had developed a definite liking for ‘big guns’!   
 
Travelling West – 1943 
Frank’s regiment was now freshly equipped and in good spirits after the successful battle of El Alamein (end of 
October 1942), they started to move west, through Libya, first Benghazi, then Tripoli and into Tunisia. They 
were involved in action all the time and gradually worked their way up Tunisia to the north, defeating an 
increasingly beleaguered German army. The Germans, as Frank recalls, were still short of petrol because their 
lines of communication were so long. “We had gallons of it”, he said, “But we were very short of water. We only 
had a pint a day, so we didn’t shave and didn’t wash, just bathed in the Med when we could.” Frank remembers 
that when they were staying in picturesque olive groves, near the areas of Sfax and Sousse, that would one day 
become tourist resorts, everyone piled into and onto the wagons, and he couldn’t see anything but bodies as he 
drove his truck into the Mediterranean! The men used the tailboard as diving board and had some well earned 
relaxation.  
 
Eventually in July 1943 the regiment reached Tunis and Cape Bon, where the Germans either escaped to Sicily 
or admitted defeat and surrendered. Frank’s job in Africa was finally done.  
 
 
 
The Allied invasion of Sicily 
Even though the 64th Medium Regiment Royal Artillery had been in action for so long, their time in this area was 
not yet over. From Cape Bon they were loaded onto LCTs (Tank Landing Craft), and sailed the 90 miles across 
the Strait of Sicily, to the still enemy occupied island of Sicily. As they drove alongside a smoking Mount Etna, 
they were far more worried about a volcanic eruption than enemy fire!  
 
The regiment moved through Sicily supporting both American airborne and British infantry troops. Gradually the 
various towns were reclaimed and the campaign was successful, although not without many casualties. 
 
Field Marshall Montgomery  
Field Marshall Montgomery (‘Monty’) took over command of the Eighth 
Army in August 1942, and he addressed the men of the 64th Medium 
Regiment Royal Artillery on several occasions. He would come up in an 
open car across the desert with a driver. He didn’t believe in formal 
conferences with just the senior officers, so he would gather all the men 
round and address them all. Frank recalls that he would tell you exactly 
what he wanted, what he was going to do and what he expected you to 
do. He would also bring hundreds and hundreds of packets of 
cigarettes and throw them out to the troops. The ordinary soldiers had a 
huge respect for Monty and would do anything for him, although some 
of the officers felt very differently.  
 
Montgomery was not regarded by some as a very pleasant man, and 
could be seen as very straight-laced as he didn’t drink or smoke. Frank 
said that in Cairo there was a street where the famous Shepheard’s 
hotel stood, and behind this was another road full of three storey 
houses, which were all brothels. These were basically controlled by the 
army, who also provided a clinic in the same street. When Montgomery 
came along he closed everything down, and it is said that the rate of 
sexually transmitted diseases went up by 30%.  
 
Return to England – Late 1943 
In September 1943, in Sicily, Monty addressed the men for the final 
time, and this was to tell them they were going home. The men were 
pleased and it would mean that they would see their families for the first 
time in three long years. They boarded a ship, and sailed west to Algiers where they joined a large troop ship 
which filled up with men from Liverpool. It is seared in Frank’s memory that this was the first time their cooks 
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had seen powdered egg. Not knowing what to do with it, they boiled it up like a soup! The reality was even 
worse than it sounds! “The joys of being in the services,” says Frank.  

 
On their return journey, the ship sailed out through the Mediterranean and past 
the Rock of Gibraltar. As part of Britain this was a solid block of blackness, but 
on the other side was Tangiers, which Frank remembers as a blaze of lights, as 
it was Spanish soil and Spain was not part of the war. They sailed through the 
Bay of Biscay which was “unpleasant” and “many blokes got rid of their 
dinners!” Eventually, in early December 1943, with great excitement they 
docked at Liverpool. The ship tipped precariously as everyone rushed to one 
side to get the first glimpse of the Liver Birds. After they landed, the Liverpool 
lads were dismayed to be herded off with all the others and immediately put on 
a train bound for Felixstowe. 
 
When the 64th Medium Regiment Royal artillery arrived in Felixstowe in Suffolk, 
they were much depleted, having lost half of their number in the desert, so they 
were brought up to strength with lads from another regiment, mainly from 
Liverpool. Frank found himself billeted in a car showroom, but the officers 
worked tirelessly with the bureaucratic paperwork, to ensure that every man got 
their passes for Christmas leave.  
 
After Christmas, early in 1944, the regiment was (as Frank says) “shoved out 

to Tetbury”, where they acquired new equipment and new guns. These had a 13 mile range and the shells 
weighed 1 cwt (112 lbs or 50 kg). During WW2, beer was often in short supply, but cider, especially in the south 
west of England, was usually readily available. Tetbury is in Gloucestershire, not far from Somerset, with its 
famous ‘Scrumpy’. Frank was playing darts in the ‘Snooty Fox’, the officer’s mess and the best pub in the town. 
He describes it as the only time he ever had too much to drink! He and his mates were fine until they walked 
outside front door, and the cold air hit them….  They just went down, and ended up crawling along the white line 
in the road to their billet. An experience obviously never forgotten! 
 
From Tetbury they went to Otterburn in Northumberland to prove the new guns on the firing ranges, to make 
sure they were in full working order.  
 
Advance into Europe – Mid 1944 
By June 1944 the regiment was back up to strength, both in terms of men and equipment, and were ready to 
embark on their next major campaign. This was D Day and the Normandy landings, as part of Operation 
Overlord, which began the liberation of German occupied Europe. The 64th were vitally important as they were 
highly skilled and exceptionally experienced. 
 
Frank describes how they loaded their massive trucks on to the LCTs (Landing Craft Tanks), to cross the 
channel. An LCT was like a steel narrow boat, just wide enough for two trucks. By the time the trucks were on, 
you were stuck in the cab as there was no room to open the doors. It was “not nice” going across the channel, 
there was enemy fire all around, but when they arrived at Gold Beach in Normandy, it was even worse. The 
LCTs went in as far as they could, but the trucks still had to drive off into four or five feet of water. Before they 
had loaded Frank had been given a large lump of plasticine, with which he had to cover all the electrical parts in 
the engine, oil seals etc, to make it waterproof (but NOT the exhaust pipe!), and strips of colour had been put on 
the front of each wagon to denote which regiment they belonged to. Up until then Frank had never had a lot of 
time for the MPs (Military Police), but as they drove up the beach with gunfire whistling all around them, the MPs 
were acting as Beach Masters, and were waving each regiment in the right direction, despite being the perfect 
standing targets for snipers. As part of their training Frank and his fellow soldiers had been told that “if your 
mate either side falls down shot, you do NOT attempt to save him”. This was an order, with the idea being to get 
as many men onto the beaches and to their destination as possible. 
 
After landing at Gold Beach they pushed on through Normandy up the coast. Frank recalls that they went 
through the town of Bayeux, where in the Church hall hidden behind sacking, they saw a reproduction of the 
famous Bayeux tapestry. They didn’t stay anywhere for long and slept where they could, sometimes in a trench 
with shots being fired over them and Lancasters swooping through at what seemed like head height! Frank said 
that it was amazing what you could sleep through. Normandy is an area famous for making Calvados, an apple 

The Liver Birds 
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liqueur, which, after many years in the army with three years in the desert, the men were happy to enjoy. Sadly 
Frank remembers that one chap drank himself to death on it. Further research showed that he filled his drinking 
flask, but the spirit was so strong, that it dissolved the lining and he died from lead poisoning.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Soon the 64th went through Lens in north-east 
France and across the border to Belgium. 
Frank has still got a piece of black, red and 
yellow braid, (the Belgian colours), that was 
wrapped around a posy that was given to him 
by a Belgian lady. She was so grateful and 
wanted to welcome the men to Belgium. On 
another occasion there was a chap sitting by 
the side of the road handing out grapes, they 
all had some and were really pleased until they 
tasted them – they were wine grapes and 
extremely sour!  
 

Once again Frank said that time meant nothing, they just ploughed on, knowing that this was all part of driving 
the Germans back. 
 
Operation Market Garden and Arnhem – Late 1944 
We now we get to September 1944 and Operation Market Garden. Montgomery's aim with this operation was to 
surround the heartland of German industry, using both air and ground forces. The 64th was a component of the 
northern part of a pincer movement, which was to cross the Rhine in the Netherlands and enter Germany from 
the north. There was a massive air drop into Arnhem (Netherlands) and the 64th Medium Regiment Royal 
Artillery were on their way to support the mission. Their progress to reinforce the troops dropped into Arnhem 
was hampered by heavy German fire and the failure of other troops to take key bridges. Frank explained that 
what they didn’t know at the time was that intelligence had been passed to the enemy by a Belgian double 
agent. He tells that “probably 300 men were dropped into the town and met by German SS Panzer troops with 
tanks and Dutch Nazis.” In effect Frank’s regiment were stuck behind a line to the south of Arnhem, and the 
British 1st Airborne Division were trapped to the north. Frank recalls that it was almost by chance that vital 
wireless contact was finally made with the with 1st Airborne. It transpired that one of the 64th officers was 

The label and piece of braid that were wrapped around the posy 
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present when wireless contact appeared to being made with the 1st 
Airborne. This was a delicate and potentially dangerous situation as you 
could never be sure who you were really talking to, however the Captain 
had been at Sandhurst with a Commander in the 1st Airborne and 
identities were quickly verified by using details that could only be known 
by close acquaintances. As a result messages were quickly relayed to 
the 64th batteries telling them exactly where to target their shells into 
Arnhem. This called for almost unbelievably precise firing – these were 
100lb shells being placed within 50 yards, with guns that had a range of 
30 miles. The accuracy of these experienced men surpassed all 
reasonable expectations and great damage was inflicted on the enemy. 
After the battle, Major-General Robert Urquhart from the 1st Airborne 
addressed the men of the 64th, and told them that without their support 
his division would have been wiped out. Frank and the rest of the men 
were awarded a ‘Pegasus’ patch to mark their exceptional performance. It was decided that this would be worn 
at the bottom of the left sleeve. The men were extremely proud, but were later very upset when ‘the powers that 
be’ ordered its removal.  
 
The Battle of the Bulge – Dec 44/Jan 45 
With stalemate in the north, Frank’s regiment was pulled back to help the Americans in Maastricht and 
Bastogne. This became the ‘Battle of the Bulge’ and took place in in December 1944 and January 1945, which 
was the last major German offensive campaign of World War 2. The enemy caught the Allies off guard and the 
Americans in particular incurred many casualties. This advantage meant that the Germans pushed forwards, out 
of Germany to the west (see map), leading to a ‘bulge’ in the Allied lines. The German attack was intended to 
split the Allied line and allow them to encircle and destroy four armies. However despite starting well, the Allies 
soon fought back. The 64th were under attack from German troops who were trying to cut them off from above, 
but Frank and the troops were battering them from behind. The Allies finally won the battle, and although they 
didn’t immediately know it, this was the beginning of the end of WW2.   
 
The war ends - 1945 
After victory at the Battle of the Bulge, the 64th Medium Regiment Royal Artillery started to approach the 
German border. Frank remembers how one of their gunners fired a shot into Germany – he just wanted to do it, 
there was no strategic reason, he didn’t care where it landed, it was pure bravado and because they could! 
However action wasn’t yet completely over. There was another paratrooper drop across the Rhine which they 
helped with, and they also supported the Infantry and the SAS. Frank describes it as “a bit sticky, but not bad.” 
This enabled the building of a bailey bridge over the Rhine, (the Germans having blown-up the permanent 
bridges). The Allies carried on successfully driving the Germans back and the 64th were heading for submarine 
pods at Bremen and Cuxhaven, knowing that their shells “would make a few dents in the concrete”. The 
regiment were dodging snipers and gunfire, but gradually making progress towards Bremen, when they woke up 
one morning and realised that it was quiet all around. Frank and his mates wondered what was going on – and 
then they were told that the war had ended. It was 8th May 1945, and although they must have been pleased, all 
Frank can remember is that they were only half way to Bremen and that he never reached there!   

 
Getting demobbed – 1946 
Frank took leaving the army in 1946 his stride, as he had 
with most events during his army service. In his words: 
“My turn came to be thrown out and that was it. It wasn’t 
as painful as you might think.” Frank describes how he 
went to Olympia at Earls Court, where they had 
“Whacking great halls, set out like a department store, 
except no payment was needed.” All ranks were forgotten 
and each man was given a sheet of paper with a list of 
what to collect from each counter. This included shoes, 
shirts, vests, and a suit, with a choice of brown, brown 
tweed, or grey pinstripe. Frank smiles as he remembers 
that they had to take their ‘jewellery’ – a pair of plastic 
cufflinks and collar studs!  
  The demobilisation clothing depot at Olympia 
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After the war 
So Frank’s war had ended. 
He got married, and then in 
1976 moved with his wife 
Mavis to Quorn, where he 
was involved with printing at 
the Leicester Mercury.  
 
Frank was awarded six 
medals by the British 
Government for his amazing 
war service: 
 
1. War Medal - Awarded to 

all full-time members of the armed forces 
2. 1939 to 1945 Star - Awarded for operational service overseas. 
3. The Africa Star - Awarded for operational service in North Africa, 

Malta or Egypt. 
4. The Italy Star - Awarded for operational service in Sicily or 

Italy. 
5. The France and Germany Star - Awarded for operational 

service in France, Belgium, Luxembourg, The Netherlands or 
Germany. 

6. The Efficiency Medal with a "Territorial" suspender bar – For service in the Territorial Army. 
 
Frank’s war memorabilia 
Frank keeps his ‘bits and pieces’ from the war in his wife’s old gas mask case:  

Frank’s badges 
1) Pair of Royal Artillery collar badges 2) Rampant boar insignia of the XXX Corps 
3) Royal Artillery shoulder title badge 4) Royal Artillery cap badge 
5) Royal Artillery brass shoulder badge  6) Army driver’s arm badge 
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Deserved recognition 
A few years ago, a very good friend of Frank’s helped 
him to join ‘The Blind Veterans Association’. As a result 
of this Frank received an 
invitation to a Royal Garden 
Party at Buckingham Palace, 
and on the day, accompanied 
by another good friend, Ed 
Maltby, Frank was selected to 
meet members of the royal 
family. As he had a cup of tea 
afterwards, a young lady 
came up and engaged him in 
conversation. It was only later 
that Frank realised he had 
been talking to Princess 
Eugenie!  

 
On the 70th anniversary of D-Day in June 2014, the French President announced 
that all British veterans who fought for the liberation of France during WW2 would be 
awarded  the medal ‘Legion d'Honneur’ (French National Order of the Legion of 

Frank at Buckingham Palace 

Frank’s war records 
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Honour). It is the highest French order and was established 1802 by Napoléon Bonaparte. Frank was proud to 
receive his medal in November 2016. 
 
Postscript 
After writing Frank’s story, I visited him again and read the whole thing out to him to ensure that I hadn’t made 
any mistakes, and that he approved of what I had done. There were some emotional moments, as it brought 
memories back to Frank of some of the terrible sights and experiences of death and injury that we hadn’t 
spoken about. When I asked him if it was an accurate account he said “Yes. It’s a good account, but without ‘the 
sticky bits’. We don’t need those do we….”  
 
This article was produced on behalf of www.quornmuseum.com. I am massively grateful to Frank Hearn for 
sharing his memories with me, and feel privileged that he chose to do so. Thanks also to Ed Maltby for making 
the whole thing happen. I would also like to acknowledge “A Well-Known Excellence” by Denis Falvey, which 
was useful in establishing a timeline for the 64th Medium Regiment Royal Artillery.  
This article is subject to copyright for anything other than personal use. Please contact sue@quorndon.com if 
you would like permission to copy, reproduce or use any parts of the article. 
 
Sue Templeman 
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